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SOCIOLINGUISTIC ISSUES.IN
NON-NATIVE VARIETIES OF ENGLISH

Abstract

A careful study of second lahgyage varieties or tigrish

shows that they are qualitatively pifferek5t from the categories

recognized in current sociolinguistic typology. they alSO

provide some ALof the clear st evidence of socio-cuitural

determination of language variation, both on the micro- and

macro- levels. An adequate account of these varieties calls for

the descriptive techniques and explanatory power of the

variationist, interactionist, and sociology of language paradigms

within sociolinguistic theory. Tne circumstances of their

acquisition and their viability as modes of communication argue

for a reevaluation of some of the traditional assumptions ad61.1t

second language acquisition and teaching.

r
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SOCIOLINGUI TIC ISSuES IN
NON-NATIVE VAR -TIES OF ENULISH

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper attempts to exp \ore the implications ror

zociolinguistic theory of "one of the most significant
0

linguistic phenomena of our time, the incredible spread orr%

English as a glob41 language" (Ferguson 19od: vii). t-rom a speech

community consisting of about 7 million speakers on a little -

island at the time óf Shakespeare (Quirk 19t,b), English has

spread to every corner of the world, ana is used today ay over

r , 700 million speakers, out of which nearly or more than hair may

t

be non-native users (Stretiens 198E). benerations, in some cases

centuries, of use in alien socio-cuitural,contexts nas tea to tne

emergence of several non-native varieties of English, including

second language varieties such as Indian English, ana *foreign

language varieties, such as Japanese English.

Although variation has been a central theme ink.

sociolinguistic research of the last three decades, it is only

recently that variation in the use of language by non-native

speakers nas come to be taken seriously in mainstream researcn.

HoweVer, among the different types of non-native varieties, only

Ythe study of pidgins has eceivea much attention (mymes 19/1).

Other types, for example, _second aria foreign language varieties

of languages sucn as English, have not' played a. role in the

`development and testing of socioliguistic theor'ies (see, ror

example, the textbooks by Truagill (1974), Dittmar (197E),

Hudson (1980), among others).

.4



SociolinguistrcS"of Non-native Englishes -

By' ignoring non-native variation except pidgins the

standard textbooks imply that.either it does not properly fall

in the domain of mainstream sociolinguistic research or that the

current models are quite adequatl to account for thiS phenomenon.
.

Both these assumptions need to be reexamined in the light of\
.

J

recent work (see Smith 1981, 1983, Kachru 1982a, and Pride T982)

on non-native varieties of English. In this paper I will attempt
,

......

to shorn that non-native varieties, especial y the established

'institutionalized; second language varieties such as Indian

English, Singapore English, Filipino English, and Nigerian

Eglish, pose in a particularly focused form many of the problems

with which sociolinguistic theory is concert-fed. I will argue that

a theoretically oriented study of such varieties contributes to a

!better understanding of concepts such as sociolinguistic

. /
typology, macro-1 and micro.,-z. sociolinguistic determinants of

lai t
i :

variation, the role of functional distribution and the

. .

establishment of indigenous norm, the rofe, of socio-cultural

ffctors in language acquisition, and the dynamics of language

standardizatidn and language planning, among others.

The reasons why non-native varieties (NNVs hereafter) have

40040)

mn t entered the ainstregm of sociolinguistic research ,parallel

t e reasons for a similar neglect, until recently, of pidgins,
.._

lack English, and
. other "non-standard" varieties. First,

dialectologists considered them marginal to the main focus of

their studies, namely native varieties. Second, 'they were denied

)4'
systematicity, being regarded essentially as... a collection of

.0,
idiosyncratic "errors" or "localisms" caused by indolence or

5
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ignorance (Prator 1968, Newmark 966). ,Third, even when systema-

ticity was implicitly conceded y discussing the phenomena under

such titles as "Indian English: An examination of the errors of

idioms made by Indians in writing English" (Whitworth 1907) the

approach was prescriptive and corrective rather than descriptive

or scientific. Fourth, the negative pedagogical stereotypes were

adopted, by the speakers of these varieties themselvs, who aid

-.4gt think their,"corrupt" or "degenerate" renditions were worthy
V

of serious description or codification.

These reasons are interesting from the point of view of the
.

.

history and sociology of.sclence: The relegation of the NNVs to

a marginal status follows from a sacred .cow in linguistics

namely, the

special place [given] to the native speaker as the only
truly valid and reliable source of language data whether
those data are the elicited texts of the descriptivists
or the intuitions the theorist works with (Ferguson
1982:vii)1

Tie second reason, denial dif the systematicity of the NNvs, is

t
not unlike other manifestaTns of prejudice which are then used

to justify unequal treatnt. The pedagogical attitude which

insists on conformity with the prescriptive norms, even from the

earliest stage of langage learning, derives from a long-held

axiom in langauge teaching which has only recently come to be

challenged. Finally, the self-annulling attitude of'non-native

speakers la of.course typical of low prestige langauges all over
tr

the world.

In addition to these axiomatic and attitudinal barriers

there has been a seriLs,' practical obstacle which has come in

the way of the desir'd integration. This is the paucity of
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detailed, rigorous descriptions of the,Xrarteties whiCh either

explicitly address or contain data of the sort that n be used,

to address current, issues in sociolinguistiC theory.

descriptions are

ost of the

either impressionistic or fragmentary. They

present a wealth of individual features attributett to the

varieties but are often lacking in crucial background informaltion

on the sources of the data, the conditionsof elicitation, or the

regularity of its occurrence. There is virtually no empirical or

experimental 4 evidence as to the .relationship between the

4 occurrence of a given feature and the socio-economic,

educational, substratum characteristics of the speakers (some

exceptions to be discussed later are Kachru 1976, Smith and

X
RafLqzad 1979, Platt

A
and Weber 1980 Parasher 1980, Shaw 1981,

Sridhar 1982). Because most or the studies of NNVs Icontain,

observations which, eminently plausible though they may be, are

stated in such broad or vague terms as to need considerabe

specification before being subjected to empirical validation, the

study of4NNVs may be said to be still in a pne-theoretical stage.
A

One of the aims of this paper, therefore, is to make explicit the.

relationship between some aspects of the descriptive data and

current theoretical issues in sociolinguistips. The rest of the

paper is organized as follows. Sectiorj 2 deals with socio-.

linguistic typology: here I will present arguments for treating

three types 9, NNVs--pidgins, second language varieties (bLVs),

and foreign language varieties (FLVs)--as separate

sociolinguistic categories defined in teris of explicitly stated

criteria. The rest of the paper ill focus on SLVs. Section 3
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deals with methodological issues in describing the formal

properties of SLVs. Section 4 explores situational teatures

contributing to the distinctiveness of SLVs; section is

concerned with selected applied sociolinguistic issues raised by

SLVs.:' The final section 6 brings the discussion together.

. 2. SOCIOLINGUISTIC TYPOLOGY

The second language and foreign language varieties have, in

a sense, fallen between two stools in sociolinguistic researcn.

At one extreme, they are regarded as "nothing but" piagxns and at
r.

another extreme they seem to be 'varieties' like other native

varieties. In order to motivate a separate categorical status in

\
sociolingusitc theory for these varieties, it is necessary to'

differentiate them from pidgins at one end and native varieties

at the .other and, of course, from each other. I will attrmpt to

do this in this section with reference to a set .of explicit

criteria DaSed on formal features, functi&nal range, and

evaluations of status. I will not compare these varieties to

crec'les, since they are not native languages of the respective

communities.

Although linguists are not in agreement as to the necessary

and sufficient features of a pidgin, its generally conceded *mat

pidgins involve the following characteristics: a drastically

educed vocabulary (as few as 700 to 1,000 words in the case or

Sango, see Samarin 1971:119), elimination of several types of

grammatical features, and an extremely limited functional range.

Attitudinally, they carry very little prestige (Hymes 1971). The'

other two major types of NNVs are sharply differentiated trom

pidgins with respect to all these criteria. Taking as our basis
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the_ educated varieties of these speech Dorms (I will return to

he question- of how these are defined in Section ss), the

following observations can be made about second and ro'reign

language varieties: they show no such "impoverishment" of

vocabulary as the pidgins. On the contary, SLVs exnibiti

expansion in the area of the lexicon. This expansion is efrectea

through several processes including heavy borrowing rrom the

native languagesi calques; hybrid words and compounds; novel

collocations riot attested in native varieties; and neologisms

created by the application of regular word-rormation rules of the

reference language (Kachru 1975, bokampa 198d). This reature or

creativity has been cited by Borne linguists as a ground for

classifying SLVs as 'dialects' of the reference languages on par

with native dialects (Halverson 1966). This feature also

distinguishes SLVs from the foreign langauge varidties--the

latter tend to be conservative. In the area of grammar, even the

middle level subwvarieties of SLVs are marked by regular

differences from the reference language patterns, for example, in

embedded questions, invariable tag in tag questions, use- or

present perfect for simple past, ommassion of articles, use or

mass nouns as count nouns, use of the progressive aspect with

verbs of perception, among, others (cf. Tay and bupta 14i84,

Dokamba 1982, Kachru 1969). while some of these reatures may be

viewed as examples of "simplification" characteristic of piaginsi
IP

it is clear that the grammar of SLVs is both quantitatively, and

more important, qualitatively aifferent4from tnat of pidgins.

eLVs do not snow elimination of grammatical categories such as
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number, gender, etc., and eliMination of redundant 'features as

in pidgins. Their sentence structure is marked by a degree or

complexity (measured in terms of the range. of embeadings, ana

types of subordinating and coordinating devices employed)

compa*rable to that found in native varieties. The paucity of

available research on FLVs makes it difficult to say whether they
I

are different from SLVs in this respect. Observational evidence

indicates that they are also marked by grammatical differences

from the referende language norms but these differences ao not

amount to 'reduction' either (cf. Stanlaw 198a) . However, the

questrOn of the nature and degree of formal differences between

SLVs and FLVs is an important topic of research that has yet tq

be addressed adequately.

The three types of NNVs are sharply differentiated in

p

terms of functiorial range also. Traditionally, the 'functional

range of

Fishman's

defined

a language has been discussed in the framework or

(1965) concept of domains Or institutional contexts,

in terms of factors such as location, topic, and

participants. Typical domains investigated in the literature

include farni ly, neighborhood, school, work, religion,

transactions such as shopping, and others. Of course, a finer

analysis involving different combinations of topic, participants

and style is employed to arrive at a detailed profile or the

functional range of a lanbguage or variety.

Most pidgins are employed in a severely restricted range or

domains, eg. trading, plantations, tourism. (Some pidgins, eg.

Tok Pisinu are now used in an extended range of domains including

school and administration; but these are arguably varieties on

10
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A

their way to becomTng second languages.) FLVs1 on the other

hand, are used in a wiaer range of contexts such as international

trade, international scientific and cultural exchange (eg.

Conferences), and tourism. It may be noted that all tnese

aomains involve contact with speakers of the reference language,

whether native or non-native, as in the case or a Korean

businessman or scientist interacting with her ,Norwegian or

Colombian counterpart. FLVs are rarely used in intranationai

aomains such as in local government offices or among ,friends

aiscussing everyday topics. (A possiole exception may be

technical aiscussions among scientists or engineers.) In

contrast, SLVs have abroad functional range. They are typically

used in all or most of the following aomains: aaministration,

education (as subject language and as medium of instruction)

especially at the higher levels, inter-regional communication

(involving business people, scientists, engineers and other

professiok nals, as well. as in travel and correspondence), in the

national and regional media, in general conversations and

transactions among the educated people, and in creative writing.

This range of intranational use is undoubtedly the single most

important factor determining the farm and status or SLVs.

Convincing empirical support for the typological differences

between SLVs and FLVs posited hgre maybe round in Snaw (l'Asi)

discussed in detail later on in this paper. a

As important as the range is the evaluatiork of functions

performed by the three types of non-native varieties. The

functions Hof pidgins are typically not highly valuda while- those

11
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of SLVs are snslogous to those of the 'High' variety in a

aiglossic situation (Out see section 4 for qualifications). 1--L.Ns

I -

also perform high functions relative to piagins but tney are not

as highly valued across a range of aomains. the importance of the

evaluation of functions rather than simply the runctionai range

is illustrated by the fact that in Inaia, tnglish is the lingua

franca of the educated elites in high aomains while Hinai

functions as a low level lingua franca (Sriahar 1982).

Second and foreign language varieties are also unlike

pidgins in some other respects. SLVs have time aeptn. inaian

English, for example, has a history of over two centuries, ana

there is evidence that this variety is actually increasing its

uses. FLVs are also relatively more 'stable' than piagins. H
*

pidgins is not mutually intelligible with the reference language.

,SLVs ana FLys in their more educated or 'standard' forms are

intelligible (Bansal 1969, Nelson 198a, Smith and Raficizaa 1979).

Pidgins are primarily learnt by informal contact. The primary

agency for the learning of SLVs and FLVs is through rormal

instruction. There is, of course, a greater aegree or

environmental support ana hence opportunity for informal learning

in SLVs something that is markedly lacking in the iearning of

FLVs.

i

The arguments presented in this section are, I Geneve,

sufficient to motivate the setting up of second and foreign

language(varieties as separate sociolinguistic types analogous to
' %.

categories such geographical and social varieties, piagins,

creolesf doglossia, etc. I will now examine to what extent the

theoretical concepts and methoas used in current sociolinguistic

12
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models, may be applied to the description or these varieties.

The discussion will be based primarily an data from Indian

English but I will occassionally refer to other SLVs as well.'

3. PROBLEMS IN THE DESCRIPTION OF SECOND LANGUAGE VARIETIES

Descriptions of second language varieties such as Indian

English so far have adopted what may be termed a deviationist

app ach, contrasing the non-native formal pattern with those of

1Br ism or American English. This approacn suffers form two

drawbacks. First, the term 'deviation' used by linguists sucn as

Kachru (1969) has been interpreted as a potentially ,Judgeental
te1

m

characteristic (Mehrotra 1982), although it was intended only in

a descriptive sense. Secondly, the contrastive approach nas
4

resulted In the listing of a heterogeneous set of departures from

the native norms, collectively labelled -Indian English'

'Filipino English', etc. An examination of the long. lists of

features claimed to mark any'of the second language varieties

reveals that they have teen culled from speakers with different

levels. of proficiency, different mother tongue backgrounds," and

different styles of usage. The contrastive approach, therefore,

is useful only as an initial stage of analysis to iaentify the

variables. It needs to be supplemented by (i) a systemic

approacn that seeks fo explain how the putative features pattern

into an autonomous system; and (ii) a sociolinguistic approacn

that seeks to predict the social and/or linguistic circumstances

in which a given formal feature is likely to occur.

I will briefly explain this point with selcted examples of

IndianL English. Consider the observation that Indian English

13
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speakers tend-to use the non-pas'4 perfective form where a native

speaker would use the simple past (eg. '1 have gope there

yesterday'). This observation is correct (at least or certain

mother tongue varieties, eg. Telugu) but inadequate, unless a

complete analysis of the set of aspectual contrasts in inaian

English is given in sui generis terms. Similar analyses are

needed to illuminate the uselof articles, count /mass distinction

in noun phrases, etc. There are.dther examples. It has been

clamed that lack of inversion of subject and auxiliary in yes-no

questions, and the use of the invariant tag "isn't it" or "no?"

are in tag .questions two (of the many) important features of

Indian English. However, there is quite a bit of variation in

the frequency of Occurrence of these :features, with education

being almost certainly the major determinant. Similarly,

0 simplification of consonant clusters, and insertion or glides

before vowel-initial wordd have also been wed as typical.

markers. But the strategy employed in the simplification

(anaptyxis or epenthesis) depends on the speaker's mother tongue.

Glide insertion is restricted to DraVidian language speakers.

And whether these features occur at all and their rrequency of

use depends on the speaker's education/occupational status.

The preceeding discussion demonstrates the dangers of a

purely linguistic (i.e., formal) analysis of a second language

variety. Even more so tna in the case of native varieties,

second language varieties demand sociolinguistics as a congruent

"level" of analysis.

Among the factors determining the occurrence of different

14
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non-native variants, the following seem to be intuitively the

more important ones: (1) education and/or occupation; (ii) mother

torigue; (iii) style, formal/informal; and (iv) medium,

spoken/written. While some: of these factors are standard in

.

sociolinguistic theory, the mother tongue as a determinant is, of

course, applicable only in the lanalysis of a non-native variety.

It is also pbssible that the relative weightage giyen to

education/occupation may be different from that given an the

analysis of native language variatiOni because the "lower" iev'els

of the educational spectrum0exhibit differences in rammar from

other levels to a degree unimaginable in native varieties. The

significance medium as a determinant of variation also seems

to be different in second language contexts, where the spoken

medium is marked' by a lirnted register differentiation and,

perhaps, greater density of occurrence of non-native teatures.
1

Since there has been very little systematic study of the role of

these factors in non-native variation, it is hgrd to De more

explicit at present. I will now turn to a detailed examination

of the first two of the above listed determinants.

3.1 Variation based 6n educationLoccuRation

It is widely recognized that terms such as Indian tnglisn,

Nigerian English, Singapore English are abstractions. In actual

fact one encounters a continuum of language types, somewhat like

the post-creole continuum described by DeCamp (1971). This range

has been referred to as the cline of bilingualism (Kachru 19b9),

speech continuum, lectal range (Platt 1975), etc. At one end of

the continuum are various types .of local. pidgins (used by

porters, waiters, street .vendors, taxi drivers, ofrice

'15
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,

attendants, tourist guides). PreliMinary descriptions of these

pidgins are found in Schucharat (1891 (1980]), Hosali (198), and

Mehrotr4 (1982). These pidgins are primarily products of

informal acquisition and exhibit structural features typical of

-pidgins described in the literature. Resulting from formal

instruction in English are two4types of proficiency in ,the

language that may be called., following Platt's terminology,
4

mesolects and acrolects. Mesolects are used by speakers with

limited education (upto first, college degree) who are

employed in various types of 'fiddle level occupations for example

as school teachers, office clerks and receptionists, insurance
01.

agents, contractors, etc.). They are marked by a heavy regional

accent and various types of grammaticar differences from the

native standard. The third type or acrolect, is used by

speakers with considerable educational qualifications who are

employed as professionals, e I doctors, lawyers, engineers,

scientists, professors, high level government officers, business

executives, journalists, etc. This variety is widely understood

throughout the country and abroad and shows a wider style range

though .it is still noticeably distinct frpm the reference

language, norMs at every level of linguistic organization. In

addition, a very small number of speakers use a variety that is

not easily distinguishable from native varieties.

is generally regarded as a sign of affectation.

3.2 Mother tongue based variation

Howeverl, this

By vitrue of their use in multilingual societks, SLVs
. .

6 c
exhibit various degrees of *interference' from the mother tonque.

16
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%

Since this, type of interference is highly patterned and regular,

/ 1

(see Weinreich 1953, Selinker aid Gass 1983)1
),

this results in
.

recognizably distinct sub-varieties. Kachry. (197b) reports that

speakers of Indian English claim to be able to identify several

different mother, tongue -based suovarietis, such as Panjabi

English, Tamil English, Bengali English, Hindi Englishl, etc.

Bangbose- (1971) has pointed out that this is true of Nigerian

English as well, where Hausa, Yoruba, and Igbo speakers can be

identified:by their

4)

English (see also Akee 1978). The accuracy

and reliability of such identifications, however, has yet to be

researched. 1

While transfer of tfructurai features from the mother tongue

addds to ,the diversity of non-native varieties used in
. /

.

multilingual communities, it also has a unifying effect when the

I

Mother tongues in question share typological or sprachbund

feature.s4. This is true of South Asia, where due to millennia of

language coniact, most of the languages of the area have come to

share a number of formal properties (Emeneau 1956) such as

retroflex stops, the dative subject construction, etc. The

English spoken in this area is influenced by these areal

-features, contributing to the structural cohesiveness of Soutn

Asian English (Kachru 1969).

3.3 The notion of a second language speech community

This range of variation, baffling as at is at first glance,

is perhaps not mucn more elaborate than that found in native

varieties (cf. Cockney and Received Pronunciation in Britisn

English, and Black English and Network Standard in American

English). The relevant question is whether this variation is

17,
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patterned, and can be related to the customary social and

linguistic parameters. Variation per se'coes not negate the

validity of the concept of a speech community as evident from

the following observation by Latovl

The speech community is not defined by any marked
agreement in the use of language elsments, so much as by
paY'aicipation in a set of shared norms; these norms may
be observed in overt types of evaluatiye behavior, and
by the uniformity of abstract patterns of variation
which are invariant in respect to particular levels of
usage... (1972:120).

There is indirect evidence that speakers of Indian English

participate in a set of shared norMs. For example:I4iillard Shaw

(1981) in a survey of 825 students in Singapore, India, and

Thailand, asked:them to label the variety of spoken by them. The

results show that the Singaporeans were divided equally between

describing their English as British English (440.5%) 1Dr a variety

uniquely their own (42.3%). Half of .the Indians (b0.6A)

indicat6M,that a form of Indian English was prevalent, white more

than a quarter (27.4V identified British English as the norm.

The Thais (speakers of a foreign language variety) were divided

in their opinion of the variety they spoke, 28.1%.identified with
A

American Eng/ish, 40.3% with thekr own variety, and 25.1% chose

the option, "others". A tsimilar pattern was found in a survey of.

Indian graduate student's by Kachru (1976). One of the more

urgent desiderata of research bn SLVs is the study of the

acceptability of, educated vs. native utterances to a range of

speakers from different backgrounds.

There is also evidence of "uniformity of abstract patterns

of variation" in SLVs, though empirical evidence is as yet

18
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limited. Platt and Weber (1980) have shown that a number of

variables (eg. the copula in various syntactic positions, past

tense marking, plural marking, consonant clusters, etc.) are

sensitive to the educational/occupational status of the speakers.

in Singapore "English. They also snow that 'lect switching, is

,..,_

conditioned by such factors as the fOrma4ty of the situation,

,
Tationship with the interlocutor, etc. In other words, SLVs

sdflm to exhibit the same patterns of osoc,ially conditioned

lariation as native varieties. The second piece of evidence

consists of the fact that,speakers of SLVs can identity different

sub-varieties based on the mother tongue of phe speaker although

the accuracy and relia-bility of such identification has not been

empirically studied Third, SLVs themselves are suffi.ciently

unified and distinct from one another so that speakers of other

varieties are able to "place" a Nigerian or an Indian or a

Filipino speaker on the basis of his or her English alone.

Again, this claim is based on observation ana needs to be

empirically supported.

4. SITUATIONAL FACTORS

In this section I will examine the significance, trom the

viewpoint of sociolinguistic theory, of the patterns of use of

English in second language varieties. I stress that the aim is

not to give a complete account of the topic but to draw attention

to those aspects of the situation which help to explain why

second language varieties have the formal characteristics that

they have. Let us first examine the domains in wnidn Englisn is

used as a lingua franca in India. It is generOly.assumed that

English performs this function mainly in the formal domains such
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as academic aiseussions, high level administration, law, and

commerce. However, the few empirical studies available snow that

English Ls used as a contact langUage in other domains as well.

Parasher (1980) in a survey of 350 educated bilinguals employed

in' several all-India level institutions ana organizations in

Hyderabaa-Secunderabad (in South IAbia) found that Englisn.playea
f

an important role in sucn informal aowains as the iamilyy

friendship, neignbornood, and transactions. AlthoUgn tne mother

tongue was far more important than hnglisn yin the family .0 nain,

English was nevertheless used with about 25% frequ cy. in

conversing with various member's of the family. In the triendsnip

and transactions domains it actually outranked the mother tongue

by an almost two toione margin. English was tHe preferred choice

f language in corresponding with children,. siblings, and
4

friends. In a study of 299 students and _88 employees of

government and private enterprises in Bangalore,, South India,

. Sridhar (1982) found that English was used extensively (tnougn

not as much as the mother tongue) in several informal domains.

These included interactions with friends (students 427., employees

33%), with friends and relatiNiS during weddings etc., (students

aLo, ana with customers who speak the respondents' mother tongue

(employees 38%). In certain other informal aomains,, Englisn

actually outpaced the mother tongue and Hincii: with strangers on

the bus (students 47%), and while visiting another state in India

(students 64%). These findings indicate tn t in the urban areas

at least, the role of English is not simply complementary with

the mother tongue but is overlapping in certain domains. This
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overlap is manifested in actual usage in the fort or coae-

switching and code-mixing ana provides the conoition for

extensive mother tongue influence on the variety of English usea.
A

The second situational factor is interlocutors. fhe majori4y

of !speech situations in which SLVs 'are employed involve.

?xchanres between speakers of the respective L.,Vs themselves and

only marginally native Speakers of English. This observation is

supported by the findings of the questionnaire survey of"----8d5

students from Singapore, India, and Thailand by Wiliam] Shaw

referred to earlier. In response to the question "It is important

for me to speak English so that I can talk to ...1" Singaporeans

and Indians identified (a) "my fellow countrymen in specific

social or business situations "; (b) "fellow countrymen wno ao not
1

know my frrst language"; (c) "native English speakers"; and (a)

"non-native speakers from other countries" in that or'aer, whyle

Thai students placed native English speakers first ana their

fellow countrymen last (Shaw 1981:115). This finding like all

the others in Shaw's excellent study demonstrates the empirical

validity of the dichotomy between second language and foreign

language varieties. Furthermore, it shows that second language

varieties are used in contexts of shared linguistic ana socio-

cultural norms and that their reference groups are antra- varietal

rather than extra-varietal. This fact in turn has .implications

for determining the criteria of intelligibility arid the

instructional model in second language contexts (see section b).

The third situational factor is the iaeationai content

r7N..expressed by English in second language contexts. Hitt-lough

English is foreign to these contexts, it is used pr:imarlly to
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express an indigenous socio-cultural reality. Indian English, as

Kachru has emphasized'in several papers (Kachru lb...$)? is used to

express typically Indian socio-cultural meanings. This tunction

is responsible for not only the occurrence of non-native, lexical

items but also for certain semantic and pragmatic teatures that
7

have been less well-noticed. Take the semantic domain of kinship,

for instance: Indian English uses the term co-brother for *wite's

sister's husband" to fill a lexical gap in native English.

Similarly, Nigerian English has extrencied the semantic range of

the word family to include onL father, several mothers, thalf

Lbrothers and half sisters, in addition to the concept of nuclear

family usually denoted by the word (Akere 1978). In India, where

vegetarianism is the norm, a meat-eater is designated by the

marked term non-vegetarian. In the area of pragmatics, the modes
-ooe'

of greeting, introducing, inviting, cursing, apologising,

expressing hospitality and gratitude,
4

formulae characteristic of the corresponding speech acts in

etc., incorporate semantic

Indian laKiguages, which are oftevuite different from those or

the native varieties of English. These are clear cases of how the

indigenous nature of the ideational conter and the socio-

cultural norms governing verbal interactions affect the tom of a

second language variety.

The last situational factor that I wish to discuss here

relates to the 'role of English within the overall verbal

repertoire of the community of second language speakers. As we

have already noted, in India at least, 'English is a predominantly

urban 4nguage and is restricted (except for the plaginizea
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varieties) to the educated segment of_the population. its use in

higher education, in the intluential professions, , nigher

government functions, big time commerce, arm influential news

media maKedit a high prestige language and a coveteaasset for

upward mobility (for a detailed profile of the extent or use of

English in the various domains, see Sriahar 1V77, 19bd).

The functional distribution of English relative to the mother

tongue (and Hindi) is highly reminiscent of diglossic sit-Ltions

described by Ferguson (1959). However, the Indian situation is

much more complex even in relation to the model of 'aigiossia

with bilingualism' discussed in Fishman (1967). While it is true

that English is (a) highly codified normative language with a

respected literary tradition, (b) a formally acquired language,

and (c), used in the High domains (three of the major criteria

cited by Ferguson), 'Mire are several other characteristics that

distinMiish the contexts in which second language varieties, are

used from a typical diglossic situation. First, the cooes that

would be analogous to the low variety in aiglossia are not really

low in prestige but only relatively so in certain aoMains. Inc

major languages of India such as Hindi, Telugu, Tamil Kannada,

and Marathi are the official languages in tn'eir respective states

and have established literary tradit'ons. In some cases they are

themselves diglossic (e.g., Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam). Second,

several ,other codes or languages also figure in the community's

reperoire. These may inclube, depending on the circumstances,

Hindithe official language of the federal government, the

tribal or ethnic minority languages of the region (eg. Bondi in

Andhra, Tulu in Karnataka), and classical languages Cbanskrit and
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i

Arabic). Thus the Indian situations aee closer to the

*polyglossial in Singapore described by Platt (1977) than to

either Ferguson's diglossia or Fishman's aiglossia with

bilingualism. The multiple codes in the English speaker's

repertoire' participate in a complex h?erarchy of relative

prestige. Thus, Hindi is less prestigious than the regional

languages (state official languages) in South lnaia (cr.
4.

brim-lat.'

1982), but ranks fiver than the ethnic or tribal languages.

Sanskrit is prestigious in the religious domain and in

traditional learning. The mother tongues outrank the ethnic or

,

tribal languages. English, however, raw-lest in prestige in

all but a few domains.
\

This pattern of distribution of functions land their

evaluation in SLVs explains the absence of pidgin -like

characteristics such as limited vocabulary ana reduction of

grammatical categories--features characteristic of NNvs used in

the limited or tow functions.

There are two other situational factors that play a role in

determining the form of,English used in bLVs. These have to ao

/with the mode and models of acquisition. First, English is

7/learnt predominantly through formal instruction in second

language contexts. While this does not come as a revealation,

the implications of this fact have only recently come to bey

appreciated. It has been suggested in the literature on second

language acquisition that formal learning (as opposed to informal

acquisition) is more conducive to mother tongue transfer (nrashen

1978). Also, the fact English is learnt in the overwhelming
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mjority of cases from teacners wno are tnemseives non-native

speakers of English guarantees tnat the variety of tnglien used

,in India will increasingly diverge trom tne native standards.

The discussion in tnis and tne previous section makes it

clear tnat botn micro -arid macro - sociolinguistic tactors snouia De

taken into account in. explaining the formal properties or Si-Vs.

5. APPLIED SOCIOLINGUISTIC CONCERNS

Like all otner non-stanaard varieties, second language

varieties raise a number of applied sociolinguistic issues. Ine

have to do primarily witn the tneory and practice of teacning

hnglisn in an international context.

Altnougn the last two decades have peen tne most active

period in the study of secona language acquisition, tnere nas

been little attention paid to 'Me process or acquisition or

second language varieties. most of the researcn nas aeait witn

acquisition of a target language in contexts wnere it is spoken

natively (eg. Englisn in the U.S.A. and U.K.,) and secondarily in

foreign language contexts (eg. Snglisn in bermAny or

Switzerland). The occassional references to tne secona language

contexts have implied tnat varieties sucn as Indian tngiisn are

fossilized stages in the acquisition of native speaker norms

(Selinker 1972). They also suggest tnat motner tongue intluence

is a characteristic of early stages in tne acquisition process

that is eventually overcome by the ideal learner tiayior

Krasnen 198). These assumptions result trom en inadequate

appreciation of the sociolinguistic context in wnicn buys are

acquired. As we nave seen, the transference or patterns

(lexical, pragmatic) from the mother tongue serves tne important
t
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function of adapting an alien cone to the soclo-cuitural context

of use (cf. Richaras 1974). beconaly, as several scnoiars have
r-

pointed out that a speaker who uses native-like pronunciation tas

well as other features such as hypercorrect grammar) is viewed

with suspicion ana aerision in secona language contexts (cr.

Barngbose 1971, Eersel 1971, Tongue 114, lay aria uupta 1'vd6,

among others). Also, since the native moaels are not avaliapie

to the learner and since native speakers are ndt tne intenaea

adaressees in interactions in which these varieties are uses,

treating them as inadequate approximations of native norms

imposes a sociolinguistically unrealistic ana irrelevant

stanaara,

Another wiaely heia peaagogicai assumption tnat neeas to De

refined in the.116ht of data from bLVs has to ao with tne type or

motivation consiaerea appropria;e for success in roreign language

/ learning. in the words of baraner aria Lambert (1974),

This theory, in brief maintains 'mat the "successful
learner of a aecond language must be psychologically
prepared to aoopt various aspects of behavior wnicn
characterise members of anotner linguistic-cultural
group. The learner's ethnocentric tenaencies ana his
attituaes towara the members of the otner group are
believed to aetervine now successful he will be,
relatively, in lbarning the new language. His
motivation to learn is thought to be aeterminea by nis
attituaes towara .the other group in particular ana
toward foreign people in general and by nis 6rientation
towara the learning task itself. The orientation is
said to be instrumental in form if the purposes or
language study reflect the more utilitarian value of
linguistic achievement, such as getting aheaa in one's
occupation. In contrast, the orientation is integrative
if the stuaent wishes to learn more about tne otner
cultural community because he is interestea in it in an
open-minded way, to the point of eventually being
accepted as a member of that otner group.

Empirical studies of language attituaes in secona language
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contexts show that the primary motivation for learning English is

"instrumental" in the sense aerinea. above. t=or example, in

Willard Shaw's survey rererrea to earlier, .vDN of Singaporeans

and 94% of Indians ranked "1 studied English because I will need

it for my work" at the top of the list of 26 possible reasons 'or

studying Engliish (Shaw 1921:110). Similar results have been

reported for the Phillippines by Gardner and Lambert 't/( d) and

Bombay, india by (Lukmani 1972). These results have to be

interpreted with reference to the common observatio'n Othat

countries like Singapore and India "maintain a generally high

standard in the learning of English" (Shaw 1'iti1:112; see. also

Bansal 19b9, Smith and Raficizaa 1979). Mess( studies have two

important implications for sociolinguistic theory. une is that

instrumental mutivation can contribute to successful ianguage
learning. The second is that integrative motivation need riot

neccessarily involve identification with the native speakers of

the target language and a desire to be accepted as a member or

that group. Lukmani has observed that her subjects viewed

themseives as "based in their own country but reaching out to

modern ideas and life styles" (197d:d7d). The reference group may

well be a community of non-native users or the language being

learnt. Viewed in thiS perspective, the integrative aria

.4

instrumental motivations need not be opposed to each other.

Sociolinguistics and pedagogical theory have to recognize the

fact that the extended use of a language beyond its native

habitat may entail the dissociation of that language trorn its

original cultural accoutrements.

The third applied topic is the choice or instructional
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models in second language contexts, the basic issue being the

acceptability of localized forms of tnglish (btrevens lsd) in

placq of the traditional native speaker standards. Since this

topic nas been'discussed extensively in the literature (Hrator
.

.
1966i Kacnru 1976, 1962, arcing 1962, .among others), 1 will.not

repeat the arguments here. Suffice it to say that a strong case

has been made for recognizing standard forms of national second

language varieties as instructional models on the roiiowing

grounds: (a) these varieties function chiefly in intra-national

domains, (b) the use of native varieties is consiaereo atrectea

and inappropriate in second language contexts, tc) there is

empirical evidence supporting . the ultra-regional ana

international intelligibility of the standard non-native

varieties, (d) externally imposed models have riot succeeded in

the past in impeding the natural forces of language evolution,

and (e) the logistics of implementing native speaker standards in

second language con.texts are prohibitively complex aria expensive.

Notwithstanding these arguments, the advisiqi-lity of encouraging

second language models has been questioned recently by no less a

respected authority than handolph Uuirk (1'J66, 1966). UuirK

questions the currently *rashionaale7 sKepticism regarding the

value of the standard of the second language among sociolinguists

such as Trubgill (197). Citing boilinge Is (1J64:1814 "law or

communicative responsibility" he says,

he (Bolinger) and others have also pointed out that it
is perhaps Cisingenuoi4s if not actually irresponsiaie
for linguists and educationists, secure my their own
acrolectal language command, to encourage the belief
that other forms of language can provide the user with
equal secur1ty (1983:14-15).
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He adds,

It is at least arguable t atIESt_ countries as dirrerent
as Nigeria and Singapore need a basically monovarietat
"exoglossic", international form of English as much as
Germany, Japan and Russia do (18-.6: 14-15) c

Quirk's position is predicated on the toilowing assumptions: (1)

that there is "a relatively narrow range of purposes for which

the non-native needs to use English (even in Est_ countries)"

(1985:6); (2) that the indigenous languages, rather than

English, are the (primary) vehicle for self-expression as well as

for the sustaining of traditional cuital-al values in second

language contexts; and (3) that the arguments for riot imposing

the standard variety on speakers of non-standard varieties, even

if they may be right for the native English speaking community,

are not necessarily "exportable'' to second language

like Nigeria or Singapore.

It

Idetail.

situations

is instructive to examine tuirk's assumptions in some
t

riis first assumption is 'contradicted by the overwried.mingt

evidence for the extensive range of functions that Engiish

performs in second language contexts (see sections and .6

above). His second assumption is also questionable. while.it is

true that the indigenous languages are the primary vehicles ror

the maintenance of traditional cuiture and values, an examination

of the content of books and articies produced by users or second

language varieties lermees no doubt that English plays an

'extremely significant role in the aiscussion and dissemination or

inaigenous social, cultural, economic, political, and even
e

religious issues. English is also being us'd increasingly as a
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medium of creative expression as witnessed by the vibrancy or

literatures in English written in these varieties (b.N. brianar

1962, Jhumboo 19bn) and the status of r.ngiisn as one or the

languages 'recognized by the Indian Literary Hcademy. Ine

justification for Uuirk's third assumption regarding the non-

exportability of sociolinguistic theories is riot clear. if the

argument is that aeveioping countries need an internationally

e!.
intelligible ,form of r.nglisn ror purposes of tecnnoiogyranster

etc., it is riot a strong one. There is empirical evidence

(Barisal 1969. Smith aria ka'fiqzaa l y7y, Nelson l'Jbaiamong others)

that the standards forms of SLVs are internationally

intelligible; in tact, preliminary findings suggest that certain

types of standard non-native varieties may be more inteliigibie

thpri native varieties, because of their phonological

characteristics such as vowel reductions, elisions, etc. un tne

other hand, if the argument is that a glodal standard of r.ngiisn

is a goal to which tne deveiopment of national /regional ianguages

should be sensitive, then it is an argument that attects tne

Independent evolution of languages such as trench ana Japanese as

much as second language varieties of English.

6. CONCLUSION

A cref;.l study of second language varieties of r.nglish snows

that, they are quali"tatively different from tne categories

recognized in current sociolinguistic typology. bLVs aiso provide

some of the clearest evidence of socio-cuitural determination or

language ,variation, both on the micro- ana macro- levels. Hn

adequate account of these varieties caiis ror the descriptive
' -

techniques and explanatory power of the variationist,
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interactionist, and sociology of language paradigms within

sociolinguistic theory. The circumstances of their acquisition

and their viability as modes of communication argue ror a

reevaluation of some of the traditional assumptions adout second

language acquisition and teaching.

ot,
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